The invention provides a method of triple-beam and triple-sensor in a laser speckle strain deformation measurement system. The triple-beam/triple-camera configuration combined with sequential timing of laser beam shutters is capable of providing indications of surface strain and structure deformations. The strain and deformation quantities, the four variables of surface strain, in-plane displacement, out-of-plane displacement and tilt, are determined in closed form solutions.
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FIG. 2
LASER SPECKLE STRAIN AND DEFORMATION SENSOR USING LINEAR ARRAY IMAGE CROSS-CORRELATION METHOD FOR SPECIFICALLY ARRANGED TRIPLE-BEAM TRIPLE-CAMERA CONFIGURATION

The government has rights in this invention pursuant to Contract No. NASA 1-19305 awarded by NASA.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Previous strain measuring methods, such as dual beam or double sensor approaches, could be used only for measuring surface strain with geometrical approximations.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The new invention incorporates a triple-beam triple-sensor. The new system determines surface strain in a closed-form solution. The invention determines the structural deformations, in-plane displacement, out-of-plane displacement and deflection. The invention also determines rigid-body movements, translation or tilt.

Commercial applications exist in materials and structural testing at very high temperatures.

The invention is of interest to firms which specialize in manufacturing or using the mechanical testing equipment and strain gauge sensors.

The invention provides very high temperature optical strain measurement instrumentation based on one-dimensional laser speckle imaging and digital cross-correlation techniques. The invention provides application of coherent laser beam illumination and scattering techniques for the measurement of optically rough surfaces displacements; integration of high-speed laser beam shutters and high-resolution linear array imaging cameras (triple-beam/triple-camera configuration) for the measurement of deformations as well as the surface strain; implementation of the microprocessor-based cross-correlation calculations for the detected one-dimensional speckle data to provide direct information on the surface strain and deformations; and development of a dedicated operating software program incorporating digital signal processing hardware/software modules, data acquisition devices and analysis for streamlined test measurement and control of the instrument. Innovations are provided in experimental mechanics and laser speckle metrology.

Fundamental relationships are provided between the rough-surface induced diffracted laser speckle characteristics, such as spatial movements, and surface deformation variables, such as strain, in-plane displacement, out-of-plane displacement and tilt. It has been found that the diffracted speckles formed by point-wise laser beam interrogation move with respect to the associated object surface displacement variables. From basic analysis of optical diffraction patterns, laser speckle movement versus object displacements is represented by:

\[ A_x = \alpha \left( \frac{L_c \cos^2 \theta_x}{L_c \cos \theta_x + \cos \theta_x} - \beta \left( \frac{L_c \cos \theta_x \sin \theta_x}{L_c \cos \theta_x + \sin \theta_x} \right) \right) \]

where:
\( A_x \) = Speckle shift (displacement) along the X-axis, in the plane of illumination/observation direction, parallel to the intersect line (x-axis) for the object and observation planes.

\( \alpha \), (in-plane translation (displacement) of the object within the interrogation zone (optical gauge length) along the x-axis.

\( \beta \), (out-of-plane displacement (deflection) of the object along the z-axis.

\( \gamma \), (Rotation (tilt) with respect to the y-axis.

\( \epsilon_x \), (Uni-axial strain.

\( \delta \), (Angle of illumination (incident) beam from the normal direction.

\( \omega \), (Angle of observation from the normal direction.

\( \chi \), (Radius of curvature of the illumination (incident) beam.

\( \theta _{x} \), (Observation distance from the object interrogation point.

For the single-beam/dual-camera configuration, the differential and summed speckle shift parameters, \( \Delta A_x \) and \( \Sigma A_x \), are obtained from the relation:

\[ \Delta A_x = \Delta A_x (\theta_x) - \Delta A_x (\theta_x - \theta_x) \]

and

\[ \Sigma A_x = \Delta A_x (\theta_x) + \Delta A_x (\theta_x - \theta_x) \]

Specifically, for \( \theta_x = 45 \) degrees the relations are simplified as:

\[ \Delta A_x = -2L_x \epsilon_x \tan \theta_x \]

and

\[ \Sigma A_x = \epsilon_x \left( \sqrt{2} + 1 \right) \]

Similarly, for dual-beam/single-camera configuration, the associated differential/summed speckle shifts are expressed as

\[ \Delta A_x = \Delta A_x (\theta_x) - \Delta A_x (\theta_x - \theta_x) \]

and

\[ \Sigma A_x = \epsilon_x \left( \sqrt{2} + 1 \right) \]

i.e.

\[ \Delta A_x' = -2L_x \epsilon_x \cos \theta_x \sin \theta_x \]
The invention provides a method of triple-beam and triple-camera configuration. The triple-beam/triple-camera configuration combined with sequential timing of laser beam shutters is used to obtain the unknown variables (i.e., $a_{s}$ and $\Omega_{s}$). The algebraic equations (6), (7), (12) and (13) can be solved for the two unknown variables, $a_{s}$ and $\Omega_{s}$. The unknown variables are obtained from the algebraically summed parameters, $\Sigma A_{s}$ and $\Sigma A_{s}'$, (i.e., given: $L_{s}$, $L_{s}'$, $L_{a}'$, and $L_{a}$, and measured $\Sigma A_{s}$ and $\Sigma A_{s}'$, find: $a_{s}$ and $\Omega_{s}$).

Equations (7) and (13) can be solved for the other two unknown variables, $a_{s}$ and $\Omega_{s}$. Similar to the previous approach, the two unknown variables can be determined from the algebraically summed parameters, $\Sigma A_{s}$ and $\Sigma A_{s}'$, (i.e., given: $L_{s}$, $L_{s}'$, $L_{a}'$, and $L_{a}$, and measured $\Sigma A_{s}$ and $\Sigma A_{s}'$, find: $a_{s}$ and $\Omega_{s}$).

For the approximate solution, i.e. $L_{s}$<<$L_{a}$ and $L_{s}'$<<$L_{a}'$, equations (7) and (13) reduce to:

$$\Sigma A_{s}=2a_{s}+2L_{s}(\sqrt{2}+1)Q_{s}$$

(17)

and

$$\Sigma A_{s}'=2a_{s}+2L_{s}'(\sqrt{2}+1)Q_{s}$$

(18)

Again, the $a_{s}$ and $\Omega_{s}$ variables are obtained from the non-approximated algebraic equation (7) and (13) in the existing Strain Block software module. The above formulations briefly show the basic relationship among the laser speckle shifts, the associated subtraction/addition parameters, and deformation variables in question.

Speckle image acquisition is performed through special sequence of laser beam shutter timing and camera captures. Each of the three customized speckle-detection configurations, i.e. single-beam/dual-camera, dual-beam/single-camera or triple-beam/triple-camera arrangements requires a specific shutter timing/camera capture procedure. The associated three data-acquisition methods with the associated shutter/camera timing sequences are illustrated in the Tables I, II and III below. Note that these tables correspond to the specific geometric arrangements of the sensor head as illustrated earlier in FIG. 6. Therein, $S_{1}$, $S_{2}$, $S_{3}$ are three shutter, $B_{1}$, $z_{2}$, $z_{3}$ are the beams, and $C_{1}$, $z_{2}$, $z_{3}$ are the cameras.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>$S_{1}$</th>
<th>$S_{2}$</th>
<th>$S_{3}$</th>
<th>$B_{1}$</th>
<th>$B_{2}$</th>
<th>$B_{3}$</th>
<th>$C_{1}$</th>
<th>$C_{2}$</th>
<th>$C_{3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Begin</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Acquire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Acquire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>$S_{1}$</th>
<th>$S_{2}$</th>
<th>$S_{3}$</th>
<th>$B_{1}$</th>
<th>$B_{2}$</th>
<th>$B_{3}$</th>
<th>$C_{1}$</th>
<th>$C_{2}$</th>
<th>$C_{3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Begin</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Acquire</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Acquire</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>$S_{1}$</th>
<th>$S_{2}$</th>
<th>$S_{3}$</th>
<th>$B_{1}$</th>
<th>$B_{2}$</th>
<th>$B_{3}$</th>
<th>$C_{1}$</th>
<th>$C_{2}$</th>
<th>$C_{3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Begin</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Acquire</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Acquire</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The invention provides a method of triple-beam and triple-sensor in a laser speckle strain/deformation measurement system. The triple-beam/triple-camera configuration combined with sequential timing of laser beam shutters is...
The present invention as shown in FIG. 4 provides information on four distinct variables, surface strain, in-plane displacement, out-of-plane displacement and tilt. Incident side beams B1 and B2 are directed to the spot p on object surface 1 at initial angles from the z axis respectively of $\theta_0 = -45^\circ$ and $45^\circ$. The reflected images are received by camera imager C3 along the z axis ($\theta_c = 0$) and the movement of spot S is noted as deviations from the z axis. At the same time, a normal incident beam B3 is directed along the z axis and is reflected by the spot to camera imagers C1 and C2 at angles of $\theta_0 = -45^\circ$ and $+45^\circ$, respectively. Deviations in positions of the spot S are noted as deviations in $\theta_B$ by movements of the reflected speckles on camera imager planes C1 and C2.

Another solution as shown in FIG. 3 was the dual-beam/single-camera configuration. There two side beams B1 and B2 were directed respectively at $-45^\circ$ and $+45^\circ$ $\theta_0$ angles to a spot on the object surface. The beams were reflected along the zenith. Movement of the object surface was detected as radiations in the angle $\theta_0$ along the z axis of the reflected beam, as noted by the camera imager C3.

The present invention as shown in FIG. 4 provides information on four distinct variables, surface strain, in-plane displacement, out-of-plane displacement and tilt. Incident side beams B1 and B2 are directed to the spot p on object surface 1 at initial angles from the z axis respectively of $\theta_0 = -45^\circ$ and $45^\circ$. The reflected images are received by camera imager C3 along the z axis ($\theta_c = 0$) and the movement of spot S is noted as deviations from the z axis. At the same time, a normal incident beam B3 is directed along the z axis and is reflected by the spot to camera imagers C1 and C2 at angles of $\theta_0 = -45^\circ$ and $+45^\circ$, respectively. Deviations in positions of the spot S are noted as deviations in $\theta_B$ by movements of the reflected speckles on camera imager planes C1 and C2.

A device for using the invention is shown in FIG. 5. A He-Ne laser beam 15 is directed to beam splitters 17 and 19. Beam splitter 17 reflects 30% of the laser beam energy.
to the right through shutter S2 to mirror M2, which directs beam B2 to the spot S on the object surface. 70% of the laser energy is passed through to beam splitter 19, which reflects 50% of the energy through shutter S1 to mirror M1, which directs beam B1 to the spot S. The remaining 50% of the energy passes through beam splitter 19 and passes through shutter S3 as beam B3 to spot S. Speckle images I1 and I2 are reflected by speckles at spot S to camera imager C3, which is aligned on the axis of beam B3. Speckle images reflected by speckles on spot S from beam B3 are reflected as images I3b to camera C1 and I3a to camera C2.

Shutters S1, S2 and S3 open sequentially to allow the beams to be directed to spot S in sequences for coordinated camera captures, as shown in the Tables.

While the invention has been described with reference to specific embodiments, modifications and variations of the invention may be constructed without departing from the scope of the invention, which is defined in the following claims.

1. Deformation sensor apparatus comprising first, second and third laser sources aiming laser beams at a spot on an object surface to be measured, and first, second and third camera imagers for receiving reflected speckle images from the spot, wherein the first and second cameras receive reflected speckle images respectively from the third beam, and wherein the third camera imager receives reflected speckle images from the first and second beams.
2. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a single laser source and wherein the first, second and third laser beams originate in the single laser beam source.
3. Deformation sensor apparatus comprising first, second and third laser sources aiming laser beams at a spot on an object surface to be measured, and first, second and third camera imagers for receiving reflected speckle images from the spot, further comprising a single laser source and wherein the first, second and third laser beams originate in the single laser source.

4. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the first, second and third laser beams are sequentially interrupted by first, second and third sequential shutters.
5. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the first, second and third camera imagers are axially aligned with the first, second and third laser beams.
6. The apparatus of claim 5, further comprising two beam splitters axially aligned with the laser source for splitting a laser from the laser source into the first beam projected at a right angle from the beam splitter, the second beam is perpendicular to the laser source and parallel to the first beam, the third beam perpendicular to the first and second beams and axially aligned with the laser beam source.
7. The apparatus of claim 6, further comprising a first mirror axially aligned with the first beam for projecting the first beam onto the spot on the object, and a second mirror axially aligned with the second beam for projecting the second beam onto the object.
8. The method of determining strain and deformation of an object by focusing a first side beam on a spot on an object, focusing a second side beam on the spot on the object, and focusing a normal beam on the spot, receiving diffracted speckle images from the normal beam on first and second camera imagers axially aligned near the first and second side beams, and receiving diffracted speckle images from the first and second side beams on a third camera imager positioned near the normal beam.
9. The method of claim 8, further comprising providing a single laser beam and splitting the single laser beam into the first side beam, the second side beam and the normal beam, reflecting the first side beam with a first mirror for directing the first side beam to the spot and reflecting the second side beam from a second mirror for directing the second side beam to the spot.
10. The method of claim 9, further comprising sequentially shuttering the first, second and third beams.
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